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'Tis the season for swapping, selling textbooks
BSU student
provides alternative
to book buyback
BY TESSA
Assistant

SCHWEIGERT
News Editor

After being frustrated with the
high cost of textbooks, Boise State

student Kip Kugler decided to do
something
about it. By using the
service at Matchbln.com, he found
a way for students to swap their
textbooks locally at www.switchbooksnow.com.
Through the free site, Kugler
said people can trade or sell practically anything they want, but he
is using the service specifically
for textbooks.
"The whole idea is to put
people
in contact
with
each

other," Kugler said.
·Switchtextbooks.com
has only
been in operation
for around
a week, Kugler said, and more
than
30 BSU students
have
already enrolled.
"It's good for students," he said.
"It's completely
free for them."
Kugler said he used the site to sell a
marketing textbook. He made money and the student who purchased
it saved money.
.
To use the site, students fill out
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BSU graduate
becomes

Stanley mayor
at age 22
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"I hope a lot of people will try it
out," Kugler said. "The more people
who sign up, the better it is for everyone involved."
Kugler said students involved in
the sale stipulate the book's price.
The BSU bookstore
buys books
back for 50 percent of the current
list price.
According to the bookstore's Web
site, the book is only purchased if
the professor is using it again next
semester. If they already have an

adequate
amount, they may not
purchase the book back.
According to the site, the publisher determines the net price of the
textbook and the instructor determines which books are required.
The
BSU bookstore
recommends selling books back as early
as possible. Kugler said the site
also offers textbooks from other
universities
around
the nation,
bur it matches users with local
sources first.
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their basic information,
such as
name and e-mail address,
and
then create "have" and "want" lists.
The site limits "have" lists to three
items, but people can post infinite
wants on their lists. Kugler said
the site "will match and notify me
if I have what you want or you want
what I have."
Students can also trade services
through the site, Kugler said, such
as the amount of mechanic work
that is equal to the cost of the book.
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Supreme Court
discusses
barring military
from campuses
BY L.ESL.IE BRODY

BY JESSICA
CHRISTENSEN

The Record

News Writer

Pam Nickisher was driving to
class at Rutgers law school when
terrorists hitthe World Trade Center
towers on Sept. 11. She wished she
could help defend her country by
becoming a lawyer for tlie military,
but was barred from doing so because she's openly gay.
Instead of enlisting, Nickisher got
swept up in a legal battle that will
be argued before the U.S. Supreme
Court on Tuesday, The case hinges
on whether it's constitutional
for
the government to require universities that accept federal money to
allow military recruiters as well.
On one side are three recent
Rutgers
law school
graduates
and the Forum for Academic and
Institutional Rights, or FAIR, an alliance of 38law schools and law faculties that want to bar military recruiters. They oppose the military's
"don't ask, don't tell" policy excluding open homosexuals,
and say
that being forced to accept recruiters violates their First Amendment
right to express disgust by distancing
themselves
from such
discrimination.
On the other side are Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and a
wide range of supporters. They assert that for the sake of national security, the military must be able to
recruit talent from universities, especially during wartime.
Rumsfeld's lawyers brandish the
Solomon Amendment,
passed by
Congress in 1994, which states that
higher education institutions that
accept federal funding must also
give military recruiters access.
The question
is whether that
law is constitutional.
The case has
been a crusade among law schools,
which in 1990 agreed to make all
employers that interview students
on campus sign a pledge that they
don't discriminate
on the basis of
race, gender or sexual orientation.
Under pressure from the Solomon
Amendment,
the law schools reluctantly gave the military a waiver
from that pledge.
The Supreme Court's ruling on
Rumsfeld v. FAIR could reach far

Boise State alumna
Hannah
Status was elected mayor of Stanley
in the Nov. 8 2005 election. Status
is one of the youngest mayors ever
elected in the state of Idaho. Over
the course of the past three summers, Status, 22, worked as a firefighter for the USDA Forest Service
in Stanley.
'
"While she lived up there, I believe she just became genuinely interested in the public sphere and the
community
in Stanley," said Ross
Burkhart, chair of the Department
of Political Science at Boise State.
Status is a former BSU student in
the Political Science Department.
While at BSU, she was also president of the.women's lacrosse club.
"She's one of those people who
has a really good vision and takes
the steps to try to make things happen. She's a strong person, very
passionate and determined to meet
her goals," said Kelly Lucas, kinesiology professor and adviser to the
BSU women's lacrosse club.
Although
Status has a background in political science, she
said, "I'm a little nervous. It seems
like baptism by fire." Status said she
was encouraged to run for the position by several Stanley residents, as
well as a former mayor.
The mayor's job will be part-time
and will focus primarily on two issues.
The first issue, the Central
Idaho Economic Development and
Recreation Act, deals with the use
of federal lands in central Idaho.
This act is important for Stanley
, because it would allow the town to
regain several land parcels around
the area; Little or no opportunity is
given to widen its tax base because
it is surrounded
by federal lands.
Obtaining the land would give the
city the opportunity to either develop or sell the land to create muchneeded revenue.
The second issue
able area housing.
come families are
for-rent availability
"In order to keep

involves affordMany low-inin the area, but
is limited.
people working

'See Mayor,

(NJ.)

See Military
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Racial issues·boll in.New Orleans
Wlth New Orleans beglnnlng
llsfourth month of struggle
after HurJ,'lcane Katl1na, many
resldlmlssavthelr future,
hinges on.bridglngraCeand
. class dlvlSlOns.
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world
Torture victims
testify about
Saddam's regime
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BAGHDAD, Iraq -In a proceeding that's been punctuated by antics and outbursts, the first witness
Tuesday during Saddam Hussein's
trial did something that even, the
judge has been unable to do: She silenced the defendants.
The woman, who was identified
only as Witness A, gave her testi- ,
mony in a box covered by a beige
curtain, her face visible only to
the judge and the prosecution. Her
voice was digitally altered to protect her identity.
As she spoke, the Courtroom sat
silent and listened to her describe
being tortured at the hands of the
former regime.
It was the fourth day of the trial,
but it was the first sesslonthat drew
attention largely to the prosecution's case rather than the defense's
noisy efforts to stall the proceedings. In all, five witnesses testified.
Although the witnesses told compelling stories and blamed Saddam
for their suffering, none presented
evidence directly linking the former dictator to the killings of nearly
150 people in the city of Dujail, as
. he's charged with in this case .'
By the end of the nine-hour session, Saddam was threatening not
to show up for Wednesday's hearIng, complaining that he hadn't
been allowed to change his clothes
and underwear in three days.
When the judge refused to delay
the trial, Saddam called the court
"unjust" and snapped at the judge:
"Go to hem"
Saddam and seven co-defendants are charged with ordering
the killings shortly after a 1982 as-

sasslnatlon attempt on the former 'to ,1M, identified, and his name could
dictator. If convicted, they could be not be confirmed.
In a letter to the student dated
executed.
Dec. 2, Denis Lynch, the dental
The five witnesses largely told the
school's associate dean for academsame story, anonymously. They said
ic affilirs, said the committee had
they weren't part of the assasslnafound the student "guilty of profestion attempt but nonetheless were
sional misconduct In violation of
summoned by Saddam's henchthe dental schooi's Code of Ethics
men. They said .they were quesand Professional Conduct."
tioned and tortured before they
The student also violated a unlwere imprisoned at Abu Ghralb for
versitywide
code that subjects stutwo years.
dents to disciplinary action if they
participate in "stelklng, hazing or
harassments," the letter stated.
In addition to informing the student of hissuspension and his need
to repeat his fall semester, which
costs $14,000 in tuition, Lynch
threatened the student with expulsion if he continued to post material on "any blog sites that contain
MILWAUKEE- Adental student at crude, demeaning and unprofesMarquette University has been sussional remarks."
pended for the rest ofthe academic
year and ordered to repeat a semester after a committee of professors,
administrators and students d~termined that he violated professional
conduct codes when he posted negative comments about unnamed
students and professors on a blog.
Scott Taylor, the student's attorney, said his client, a 22-year-old
It's not too late for students to apin Marquette's School of Dentistry,
ply
to Boise State University for the
was brought before the committee
for a conduct hearing last week af- spring 2006 semester, which begins
Jan. 17.
ter a classmate complained about
Those who enroll now will need
his blog, a Web site that contained
to enroll as part-time, non-degreemusings about topics ranging from
seeking students, which means
, his education to videogames and
they are limited to seven credits.
drinking.
Although financial aid is not availThe focus of the hearing, Taylor
able .to non-degree-seeking
stusaid, were half a dozen postings indents, 'the university offers a concluding one describing a professor
venient payment plan. For more
as "a (expletive) of a teacher" and
information,
contact the Boise
another that described 20 classState New Student Information
mates as having the "intellectual/
maturity of a three-year-old."
. Center at (208) 426-1820. Students
can still enroll full-time in career
Taylor released what he said was
training programs offered by the
a complete transcript of the blog,
Larry G. Selland College of Applied
which is no longer available online.
Technology. For more information
Taylor said the student did not want

national

Blog postings result
in student's loss of
credits, suspension

local/bsu

'

Students can still
enroll at Boise State
for spring 2006

cali (206) ,426-1431. Non-degreeseeking graduate students may take
a limited number of credits prior to
admission to a graduate program.
For more information on graduate
programs call (206) 426-3903.

Alumni Association
to host 'Bronco
Bash' party
Boise State University alumni
and fans of the Bronco football
team are invited to attend the MPC
Computers Bowl Bronco Bash from
noon- 2:30 p.m. Dec 28 before the
postseason game against Boston
College.
Sponsored by the Boise State
Alumni Association, the pregame
event will be held under heated
tents at the corner of Grant and
University Drive, directly across the
street from Bronco Stadium, and
sell food from Texas Hoadhouse as
well as beer and wine to fans over
21.
In addition, personnel from the
BSU Bookstore will be on site to sell
Bronco gear and MPC Computers
Bowl merchandise.
Participants can call (208) 4261698 or register online at http://
alumnLboisestate.edu.
'

what the?,
So, it's unanimous
you see
Two young ladies attracted a
crowd in front of a salon in Madison,
Wise., when they went into the
storefront window, removed their
clothes and engaged in sex acts.
When police put a stop to it, the
ladies said they 'didn't think they
were doing anything wrong. The
crowd outside agreed.
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tary recruiters, they can simply

[from page 1] say no to federal money. The mili-

beyond law schools, and affect the
military's access to-all colleges and
graduate schools.
Outside the courtroom, meanwhile, publicity about the case is
sure to draw in all sides of the "culture wars"; some see the underlying
battle as the Bush administration
vs. liberal academia.
The administration ofthe Rutgers
University system has taken no position on the Solomon Amendment
and has let recruiters on its campuses while the court battle proceeds. The Solomon Amendment
states that if the law school or any
unit of a university rejects recruiters, federal money for the entire
university is jeopardized. Critics
of the Solomon Amendment say it
blackmails schools into aiding and
abetting a discriminatory system.
The faculty at Rutgers School of
Law regularly issues "a statement
saying the Solomon Amendment is
morally wrong and discriminating
against gays and lesbians is morally
unacceptable," said Fran Bouchoux,
a law school dean in charge of career services. She said some students are interested in joining the
military's legal teams, but many
more apply to private firms.
The military "says that as a gay
person you're not good enough to
serve your country," says Nlckisher,
now 37 and working for a public defender's office in New Brunswick,
N.J. "The Solomon Amendment
holds law schools hostage."
The military's lawyers argue
that if universities don't want mill-

tary also stresses that there's no
impingement on free expression
because schools can criticize the
government as loudly as they want.
Indeed, when military recruiters
show up, students and professors
often put up posters and petitions
decrying them.
"Institutions that voluntarily accept federal funding remain free
to protest the military's policies,"
Rumsfeld's court papers say.
But opponents cite legal precedents stating the government can
attach strings to funding but not
ones that violate civil rights. They
say making law schools accept
military recruiters forces them to
act as a conduit for discrimination
against gays.
"There's no stronger way of distancing yourself from that message
than by saying you can't come on
campus," said Michael Blauschild,
a 26-year-old Rutgers law graduate and plaintiff. "They can't ram a
message we don't agree with down
our throats and say if you don't
agree with us, don't take the money.... That's very insidious and very
scary."
Those backing the military, however, note that schools allow recruiting by many employers whose
views or behavior they might not
condone.
Philip R. Sellinger, a Florham
Park, N.I., attorney, represents 25
senior military officials in a friendof-the-court brief.
"A university doesn't endorse
everything that GM does or Union
Carbide does," he said. "The school

Appeals for the Third Circuit reis not making a value judgment
versed the lower court's decision.
about those employers."
The government appealed to the
The conservative Eagle Forum
U.S. Supreme Court, which agreed
Education and Legal Defense Fund
to hear the case. Most law schools
takes another tack, the separation
have allowed military recruiters in
of powers. "Our position is that
pending the outcome.
Congress makes its own decisions
Some say this battle is not really
about what to fund and what not
to fund," said Andrew L. Schlafly, a about t.heBush administration's effort to recruit, but about its desire to
Far Hills, N.J.,lawyerwhiJ wrote the
overpower liberal academia.
Eagle Forum's amicus brief. "That's
"The Solomon Amendment
not something the courts are supdoesn't appear to be motivated by
posed to be deciding for us."
He dismisses the argument on actually increasing military recruitfree expression. "Nobody has a ing as much as silencing critics of
First Amendment right to get tax- military policies," said lean-David
payer money," he said. Further, why Barnea, an attorney for FAIR.
Back when
the
Solomon
not let the military show up and let
Amendment was debated in
healthy debate ensue?
Congress, its co-sponsor, Richard
"Public universities are supa Republican
from
posed to be open forums," he said. Pombo,
"They're supposed to be tolerant of California, expressed antagonism
to academia.
multiple viewpoints."
He urged fellow ·Iawmakers to
The case began when FAIR
sued Rumsfeld in 2003 in the U.S. "send a message over the wall of the
District Court in New Iersey, FAIR's ivory tower" that universities' "starmembers include the faculties of ry-eyed idealism comes at a price. If
Georgetown University LawSchool, they are too good, or too righteous,
Stanford Law School, New York to treat our nation's military with
the respect it deserves, then they
University Law School and 35 others. The Sudety uf American Law may also be too good to receive the
generous level of taxpayer dollars."
Teachers joined in, along with the
Schlafly, of the Eagle Forum, preRutgers Gay and Lesbian Caucus.
Nickisher, Blauschild and a fellow dicts several possible impacts if the
Rutgers law student, Leslie Fischer, government ultimately loses.
"If the law schools win, then we
joined too to show that individucan expect a lot of other schools and
als had suffered real harm from the
universities to start to ban recruitmilitary policy.
These plaintiffs lost the first ers and that will cause a drop in
recruitment," Schlafly said. "If reround: The district court found the
Solomon Amendment advanced a cruitment falls off sharply enough,
compelling government interest in either we'll get a draft again or we'll
raising a volunteer military. FAIR cut back on military operations. Or
maybe there would be a change in
and its allies appealed.
A-divided panel of the Court of the don't ask-don't tell policy."
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Bob Seibolt, director of BSU's Department of
University Security, said explaining the higher
occurrence of aggravated assaults is impossible
because they are spontaneous crimes, but that
agement at BSU.
there are emergency direct-ring telephones loThe BSU Housing Departmen is currently
looking for a student housing director. Melissa cated throughout campus.
According to Niccolls, the reason BSU had a
Wintrow, assistant director of Residence Life, .
higher number of reported aggravated assaults
was hired this fall.
"There might be philosophy changes," Niccolls than U of I may be because the Moscow university doesn't have anyon-campus police. Niccolls
said. "Now they (resident advisors and directors)
tendto handle things on their own, in-house. We said BSUhas six officers and one sergeant who
are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
only go when we're called .. My understanding
365
days a year.
was that they would always call [under previous
BSU officials reported three forcible sex ofmanagement]."
fenses in 2004, with no similar offenses being reStudent Code of Conduct violations can be
ported in 2002 or 2003; ISU reported three forcfiled by students, faculty, staff and law enforcement. Violations may occur on or off campus, in ible sex offenses in 2004 and U of I reported one
rape in 2004.
classrooms and residence halls.
Burglaries at BSU decreased slightly, with its
The number of aggravated assaults, which, ac- ,
security
report listing 22 burglaries for 2004, 29
cording to Niccolls, are crimes that have the posfor 2003 and 27 for 2002.
sibility of causing great bodily harm, increased
Seibolt said most of the burglaries involved
at BSU,with five reported last year. No aggrauniversity computer equipment and overhead
vated assaults were reported in 2002 or 2003.
[frompage 1]

Mayor

[IrompagelJ

here and keep businesses going, we
. need to find a solution to the lack of
rentals," Status said. Burkhart said
he's excited to see Status succeed.

"Beginning in january, exciting and interesting things will begin to happen. It's neat she'll be
in the middle of such an exciting
time," Burkhart said .. Status said
she has many who are behind her,

projectors. He said the University Security
Department is currently working on improving
security devices.
ISU's security report listed two 2004 burglaries. U of I reported 12burglaries for 2004. .
"With computer and projector thefts, we (officers at BSU)don't have a lot of control over improving the security and decreasing those burglaries," Niccolls said. "Our Crime Prevention
Unit is working with BSUon this issue."
Niccolls said the BSUaffiliate ofBPD is specifically working on decreasing the number of burglaries from residence halls and automobiles.
"We want to enforce the 'lock it or lose it' philosophy," Niccolls said. "If we can do that, I think
the number of burglaries will decrease drastically."
_
The BSU security report listed one arson offense for 2004. Seibolt said the arson involved a
port-a-potty near a construction area on the BSU
main campus.
Seibolt said no property was damaged and
there were no injuries.

ready to support and help. She said
she counts on area residents to
help her, since many of them have
served as city council members
and have had their hands in local
government in some form.

"We certainly would be happy to
talk with her as she embarks on her
term as mayor," Burkhart said.
Status plans to continue working
for the Forest Service throughout
the summer and will take odd jobs
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Oneless semester
BY BR~NDON

NOLT~

Opinion Writer

ythe time this comes out,
most of you will have, at
most, a week left to go before another semester wraps up,
and Boise State students scatter to
their homes and holiday plans. If
you're one ofthose people who still
has tests to prepare for and papers
to write, put this paper down and
get your ass back to work.
Nothing I'm going say in this column will help you pass that Spanish
class you've been floundering in,
or that one math class your adviser
said you must take.
But, then again, this might be a
good time to take stock. I mean, if
you've gotten this far, you're not in
a hurry to get back to your studying.
On second thought, might as- well
stop for a minute and think about
where you've been these last few

B

months. Sure, there's been more
than a few tempests in the teakettle
on campus and in these pages, but
what does that mean to you, the
shining example offortitude and integrity that is the average BSU student? Probably not a whole hell of a
lot, at least not in the long run.
There's been a lot of hooey spouted about the value of education,
quite a bit of it by yours truly. .
. I don't say that because I'm about
to contradict myself (I hope, ha-ha:
maybe I should read my own stuff
more closely), but formal education isn't the only reason we're here.
Notice I said "formal." Put down the
tuxes and listen up.
.
On those rare occasions that I
think about my undergraduate
years, I don't remember a damn
thing about the subjects I studied,
any of them, whether I liked the
class or not.
I remember being in the classes,

but not whether I was bored or not,
whether I felt like I was learning the
material or not.
What comes to mind is the real
education I got in college.
How to live with someone or
someone 50, sharing living space and
a bathroom with up to three other
people.
The art of compromise that goes
along with that, how to think ahead
and budget resources, how to negotiate with others, etc.
What else? How to take care of
myself, more or less; how to be presentable; how to go about getting a
job, and how to go about keeping it
(although, as my wife will attest, I'm
somewhat weak on that last one);
how to shop for the things I need,
as opposed t6 the cool toys I want;
how to do without when necessary,
and how to try and go about avoiding doing without; how to best use
my strengths, and how to rely on

that of .others .., and to know when
to do so.
_ None of this is in the catalog or
your school schedule or your advisor's degree plans.
These are the skills you need,
though, and these are why a college
education is so damn valuable, and
worth the debt you or your parents
are accruing. College isn't the only
place to learn these, but it's evolved
to be one ofthe better places.
The whole experience - from
dorm rooms to degree plans to internships and work study - is designed to be a process of emerging
from adolescence into self-sufficiency, and only the colossally immature or lobotomy victims will fail
to get at least some progress out of
this academic trip.
•
Keep it in mind while you're
trying not to drool over your
economics
notes,
and
good
luck with your' finals.

G.I. Joe may just be a homo
BY WOODY

HOW~RD

Guest Opinion

Jonathan Sawmiller responded to comments I
made regarding the military's policy on gays in
the military. Actually Jonathan, you are probably
sleeping with gay men and are not aware of it.
You see, .there are approximately 65,000 gay
and lesbian. men and women serving in active
duty, reserve and the National Guard. It's very
likely the guy next to you could be a big, patriotic,
willing_to_give_his_life_in_service_of_his_coun_
try fag!
Things may have changed in the 20 years since
I was onboard the USS John F. Kennedy, though I
suspect not too much. First, you make a very blatant mistake. You are assuming all homosexuals
wantto have sex with you or watch you! That's too
risky on a ship or base. You really don't have anything to worry about.
Second, the berthing compartment I was assigned to had about 80 to 100 of us assigned to it.
The heterosexual boys were walking around naked and in their skivvies talking about what they
did with/to their girlfriends over the weekend
and slapping each other on the butt after every
joke. I thought it odd to see these all-American
straight boys wrestling and playing cards in towels or in the buff, but hey, freedom of speech or
expression is the American way.
Us gay boys were usually dressed appropriately, reading books, watching TV, playing cards,
etc. Any "gay activity" was done, for the most

"

It's very
Iikely the guy
next to you
could be a
big, patriotic,

wtlltng-to-gtvehis-life- inservice-ofhis-country
fag!
"
part, away from the ship and oft base. So whose
behavior is more appropriate in such an open environment?
Homosexuals know the military is an inappropriate place for sex whether you're straight or gay.

When is the last time you had a gay man tell you,
"My boyfriend and 1had incredible sex last weekend." Probably never, but when was the last time
some straight guy in the military talked about the
weekend he and his girlfriend had? Just leave us
alone and let us do our jobs.
Seventy-nine percent of Americans feel it's
time to allow those 65,000 gay and lesbian service members to serve openly. According to the
Pentagon, it has lost more than 800 personnel
deemed to have mission critical skills by the
Department of Defense as a result of over 10,000
homosexuality discharges. These jobs include
linguists, combat engineers, pilots, medical professionals and others.
In a time when the United States Armed Forces
are being stretched thin, these personnel could
be used and it is estimated that by removing the
Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy, the military could
gain as much as 41,000 new recruits. You do want
a doctor available to save your life when your injured, don't you?
My comment still stands. It is never morally or
ethically right to justify punishing anyone just to
make the majority feel comfortable. Regardless of
its special circumstances, the military represents
this country while it protects it. By its very nature
is has a responsibility to treat all of its personnel
fairly and equally without exception.
Woody Howard is the president of BGLAD
(Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies for
Diversity) and a student at Boise State

Co-champions?
That's WAC!
BY DREW

H~YES

Opinion Editor

There is an old saying in competitive sports that a tie is like
kissing your sister. Perhaps it is
something in the American culture of sport, but we simply do
not have ties here. We have winners, and we have losers, but we
do not have ties.
This isn't Europe, so you can
keep your boring game of soccer and your tied 1-1 games that
steal hours of my life. I think I'll
just watch the paint dry on my
garage because it provides me
the same ·level of excitement.
When I get done with that maybe I'll go watch the grass grow in
my backyard because this isn't
Canada either, ay. You can keep
your riveting hockey games that
rely more on fights than goals
scored to spice up your game
(assuming you aren't on strike).
This is America,· and in
American sports we have things
like overtime and tiebreakers
that determine who is the winner and who is the loser. Sure,
in professional football you can
have a tie, but with the current
overtime system it only happens once a decade or so. It's
the exception to the rule, not
the norm. I've never even seen
it in basketball and it takes an
all-star game in baseball for it to
occur. With these extraordinary
exceptions, it's pretty rare to see
a tied game in American sports,
whether it's high school, college
or pro ball.
So when I see something like
co-champions written next to
our powerhouse football team it
makes me sick. Somebody please
explain to me how the Western
Athletic Conference can allow
such a travesty to occur. How
can they justify that the Boise

State football team is somehow tied with the University
of Nevada? Tied with the same
team we spanked like a kid in KMart 49-14 back in late October?
Tied with the same team we
have a better overall record
than? Tied with the same team
whose biggest claim to fame is
that it's not from Las Vegas?
I would rather rolL around in
dog shit with a gambling, alcoholic, wannabe "Sin City"
Nevada fan than have somebody actually believe that the
Wolf Pac football team is on the
same level as our Broncos.
According to the official WAC
Web site, tiebreakers are not
used to determine the official
WAC champion. Well, why even
play the games at all? Let's just
make it like the rest of college
football and vote for who the
best team is. Or better yet, let's
pretend it's little league all over
again and we won't keep score
from now on.
That wiiy everybody can be
a winner and we can all eat orange slices with our moms after
the game.
The bottom line is if two
teams have the same conference
record, then you go with headto-head play to determine who
the real champion is. We beat
Nevada head-to-head, and thus
are the real WAC champions regardless of what the T-shirts they
are selling down in "the biggest
little city in the world" say.
The WAC, and any other
conference
that allows CoChampions should be embarrassed for their league to allow
such a thing. This isn't some
European sport that is popular
everywhere but where it matters. This is American football,
and in American football ... not
everybody's a winner.
IWISTRATION BY LEONA ELLSWORTHITHE ARRITER

Get off the treadmill and eat a Big Mac
Skinny girls
working out
obsessively is a
dangerous .trend
BY LIZ HUERT~

H~L.E

How come I always see girls who
look straight-up anorexic doing
cardia for about an hour (I know,

'cause they're still on the same machine when I'm done with my workout)? It's funny that these same
skinny broads are also the ones
working out strenuously. I say to
them, "Leave that to us thick girls."
I mean, I weigh about 140. pounds
(and proud of it) and have always
had some extra meat on my bones;
sol should be the one doing cardio
for an entire hour, but I'mnot! I refuse to kill myself with cardio for an
entire hour in oider to become a size
o orto please others with how I look.
As long as I know Hook healthy and

got it going on, I am simply gonna
love myself and accept that because
of my genes, it wasn't meant for me
to be as thin as a rail, not that I want
to look like that anyway.
However, .weight becomes an
issue when some of the girls killing themselves with cardio look·
like they weigh no more than 100
pounds. They look bony, frail as hell
and with no type of curves. What do
they think they need to be busting
a sweat for? These girls should instead skip the gym hifMcDonald's
up .and hook themselves up with

EDITORS

.

some burgers and fries.
It's sad to see some ofthese same
girls obsessing over their weight
once they. hit the dressing room.
They step on the scale and battle
with it until it gives them a decent
number on their weight. Why are
they weighing themselves? Just by
looking at them, there's no way in
hell they're overweight! I'm sure every quarter of a pound makes such a
big impact on their weight and how
their clothes fit. Yeah right!
It's OK to have a little meat here
and there because in the end, no

one's perfect. Hollywood has painted this image of what "perfect"
looks like and I refuse to buy into
that crap and so should you! It's as
ifbelng "slim" is in and women are
competing to see how low they cll;n
go.
\Vhat happened to those ·days
when everyone used to enjoy food
and drinks without having to count
a single calorie or worry about
carbst
I'm not saying that it's OK to
be obese, but simply Indulge and
treat yourself from time-to-time

without pigging out. On the other
hand, starving yourself to obtain
what's known as the ideal body isn't
healthy either.
Instead of starving yourself to
shed some pounds, watch what you
eat and exercise regularly, and you
will eventually reach your goals.
.
I know there are some people who
. are naturally thin, but for those who
want to look healthier; it's OK to
eat more, as long as you stay within your body mass Index limit. So
remember, weight ain't . nothing
but a number.
.
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A challenge
to the
student body
BY DERICK DAVIS
Guest Opinion

B

aise State University experiences
geographical,
as well as political and
cultural isolation. We are not a diverse population, and that lack of
diversity becomes self apparent on
campus, in the classroom, and in
this publication. While many here
may be comfortable living in their
personal vacuum, choosing to view
reality only through the lenses of
their culture, faith, and political affiliation, I have higher hopes for the
student body at BSU.
I hope and believe that every
student has the want and ability to
formulate their own educated opinions on a variety of topics. In order
to formulate individual opinions,
however, one must become curious
and stop automatically accepting
the opinions of parents, priests, and
peers as fact. While I am not suggesting that all those opinions are
wrong, they are not yours, unless
you considered both sides before
arriving at that conclusion.
So therein lies my challenge: become curious, consider alternate
perspectives, and most of all put
yourself in uncomfortable
situations and speak with people completely different from yourself. For
example, if you are religious, read
Bertrand Russell or George Smith,
maybe afterwards you have doubts,
and maybe your conviction will be
even deeper. The important part
is that you considered the alternatives with an open mind.
By accepting my challenge you
may one-day find that you are defending people of a different race,
faith, or sexual orientation, instead of making gross generalizetions about other groups of people. Sentences like; "All women
are ...", "All homosexuals are ...","AII
Liberals are ...", and "All Muslims
are ..." will vanish from your daily
thoughts and words.
Making statements such as "Gays
are sexual deviants and likely HIV
positive", becomes
increasingly
harder; the more gay people you
know. Believing that it is all right
for pharmacists to deny access to
Emergency Contraception starts to
lose ground when you can no Ion·
ger keep track of all the poor families you know, unable to provide
for their children.Abstinence-only
political and theological ideologies
quickly lose merit, when you realizt'
that it is in direct opposition of human nature, and denies individuals
of the information they deserve.
In short, exposure to what is the
human experience, beyond yuur
own experience, can provide tremendous insight to any topic. At
the same time, the more eclectic a
mix of individuals you have made
acquaintance with, the less likely
you are to pigeonhole them into
some artificial category. At the
very least, after accepting;ny challenge and formulating some personal and strong opinions, you will
gain an important skill. That skill
is the ability to tell whether or not
another individual's opinion has
been put to the same rigorous test
asyourown.

-',
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Thank you
In the years I have gone to school
here at Boise State, The Arbiter has
always had a very liberal perspective,
and didn't seem to give very good,
if any coverage from a conscrvatlve
perspective. Reading the articles by
Brandon Stoker has provided a nice
balance and better presentation of
that conservative point of view. It
has been a new and fresh experience,
and I appreciate both his efforts, and
whoever tuok the risk of bringing him
on as an opinion writer. Both deserve
congratulations for their actions.
I also want to thank you for returning Dllbert 10 the comic's sectlon.I
always enjoy those short clips 100.
1!1Iead Hatdl
Boise Slate Graduate Student

Go away, you
dtsgust me
After reading the article in the latest Arbiter entitled, "Shoot this idea
up" I was rather filled with disgust.
I'll cut to the chase because mincing
words is immature. First uff, cornpar-,
ing Cannabisto Morhamphctamlncs.
I don't know how Mr. Stoker can draw
a line between the two besides the
fact they are both illegal.
Also drawing correlations between
legalizing cannabis and legalizing
things such as "rape, murder and
grand theft" is completely preposterous. He claims that drugs are' highly
addictive, which they are. But cannabis is less addictive than cigarettes
or alcohol. And strangely there is not
a single recorded fatality associated
with cannabis. Can the same claim
be made for cigarettes or alcohol?
Then he moves onto the notion that
cannabis is a gateway drug, which 1
frankly have to scoff at. Cigarettes are
a gateway drug and almost every last
stoner 1know (and I know a lot) started smoking cigarettes before they
ever considered cannabis. Maybe we
should just ban cigarpttes?
What also gets me is that Mr. Stoker
assumes that i! is only "Tl1e Hippies"
who are for legalization of Cannabis.
Not only is this an insult to all the
supporll'rs for the legalization of
cannabis but also shows how ignorant Mr. Stokpr is. Does he offer any
sturdy facts? No, only opinions that
reflect our society's demonized vipw
on drugs. That being said, I must give
Mr. Stoker some credit. He makes a
very good point in saying that irresponsible drug users are a "threat"
to those around them. But so areirresponsible drinkers, irresponsible
drivers, irresponsible hunters and
any other person who revels in irresponsibility. In conclusion, I suggest
Mr. Stoker open up his eyes and consider the other side, or take his dimwitted opinions elsewhere.
Michael James Green
Boise

Here's a shot at
that idea

Derick Davis is a
graduate student
at Boise State

Prohibition has enriched violent
mobsters and corrupted law enforcement officials. It has caused gang
warfare, stray bullets, and dead police officers. It has failed to keep
drugs off our streets (or even out of
our prisons and schools), and has
made it easier for young people to obtain illegal substances (black market
dealers don't typically ask for identification). It has even made the illegal products more dangerous, since
there is no ~egulation of the production or distribution for quality, purity
and dosage. It has pushed addicts
underground, rather than into treatment. After thirty years' of the drug
war, children can purchase drugs on
any street corner in America.
In the meantime, our overburdened criminal justice system is givjng early releases to pedophiles, rapists, and murderers. If that's not the
definition of a failed policy, what is?
Legalizing drugs is not "liberal

"

So therein lies
my challenge:
become curious,
.consider alternate
perspectives,
and most of all,
put yourself in
uncomfortable
situations. and
speak with
people completely
different from
yourself.
"

thinking." It's a sound policy that
places public safety before personal
moralistic policlos, anel gives us a
smaller govemment to bout.

Christopher Largen
Denton, Texas

So, let the criminals
control the drugs?
I'm writing about Brandon Stoker's
not-sa-thoughtful
opinion "Shoot
this idea up."
My question for Stoker: Why does
he want recreational drugs to remain
completely unregulated,
untaxed
and controlled by criminals? Only legal products of any kind can bereguluted, controlled and taxed by any
government:
Norm Stamper is till' former Chief
of Police of Seattle, Wash. and a
member of LEAP (Law Enforcement
Against Prohibitiun). Four years ago,
LEAP didn't exist. Today they haw
mort' than 1,r,OlJ members who are
current or former drug warriors (Law
onforrcment personnel, DEA agents, '
judges and prosecutors).
Why do so many current and former drug warriors want to end our
drug prohibition policies? Could it be
that they know from personal expertonce that tho drug war is counterproductive? Could it be that they know
from personal experience that the
drug war is un-winnable?

for this guy to make a comparison
between freeing up resources by tlie
legalization of now illegal substances and the legalization of what can
only be described as violent crimes
of moral turpitude is disgusting and
I'm surprised to know an editor regardless of their ideals would publish
such a stain as the one in question.
Please let rot' know why such baseless ideas would be allowed to sec the
light of day.

yourself as you grumble about all us
"addicted, burglarizing, dim-witted,
flower children" that are ruining
your country. Pathetic.
Phil Klink.
Ohio

Chris Alameddin
Texas

Lies, they're all lies

I read the Opinion Editorial in the
Dec. 5th issue of The Arbiter entitled,
"Shoot This Idea Up." I have read
many such items, and love- reading them. They are usually a mix of
half, quarter, and nun truths-twisted
around, and put together with a lot
of straw man arguments. For those
who do not know, a straw man' argument is one where you compare
two non-similar things, and claim
they are the same. Mr. Stoker makes
this error when he compares something done by one to oneself, such as
smoke a joint, to something bad done
to someone else, such as rape or assault. However, few writers, are able
to encompass as many lies, damned
lies and misinformation into one
piece. It boggles the mind, I know
not where to begin. Of course, it is
much easier for gentle reader to look
it up themselves. The information
Kirk Muse
which puts forth the truth counMesa, Ariz.
terlng everything Mr. Stoker
says is found at http://www.
d rugwarfacts.orgl and the
distortions are summarized at www.drugwardistortions.org/..
~
Brandon Stoker makes the comThis whole opin~
ion piece is redo- ' .;
mon mistake of assuming that punitive drug laws actually reduce use.
lent with the odor
The drug war is in large part a war
oflivestock.
on marijuana, by far the most popBruce Symington
ular llllclt drug. The University of
Medicine Hat, Alberta
Michigan's Monitoring the Future
Study reports that lifetime use of
marijuana is higher in the United
Stales than any European country,
)'Pt America is one of the few Western
countries that use's its criminal justice system to punish citizens who
Brandon Stoker does little to
prefer marijuana to martinis.
further his argument against
The short-term health effects of
Cannabis legalization other
marijuana are inconsequential camthan trot out the same
pa red to the long-term effects of crimtired anr1 disinal records. Unfortunately, marijuana represents the counterculture to proved
many Americans. In subsidizing the
prejudices of culture warriors,
government is subsidizing
pro - ~
organized crime.
paganda
we
\
The dru~ war's
have heard for years
distortion of immufrom his crowd.
,
table laws of supply
Gateway theory? Give me a
and demand make
break! I've smoked Cannabis for
I
an easily grown weed
over 30 years (With no ill effects
literally worth its weight in gold. The
whatsoever} and lead a happy
only clear winners in the war on marnormal productive life and have
ijuana are drug cartels and shameless
no desire to "graduate" to harder
tough-an-drugs
politicians who've
drugs. Furthermore, no one 1know
built careers on confusing drug prohibition's collateral damage with a who still smokes has this perceived
desire either. His usage of terms
relatively harmless plant.
like· "Flower children" and "Mary
The big losers in this battle are the
Jane" tip you off right away that his is
American taxpayers who have been
noth'ing more than a continuation of
deluded into believing big government is the appropriate response to the Culture War spawned during the
1960's that continues today.
non-traditional
consensual
vices.
To further fan the flames, he goes
Students who want to help end the
on to talk of "burglaries, murder, and
intergenerational culture war otherfatalities." My God, the sky is falling!
wise known as the war on some drugs
First off, no one has ever overdbsed
should contact Students for Sensible
on pot, it just doesn't happen. And
Drug Policy at www.ssdp.org.
know one 1 know has ever robbed to
support a Cannabis habit.
Robert Sharp
I'm not even going to go on because
Washington, D.C.
it really doesn't matter to people like
Mr. Stoker because they don't listen
and they don't care about the truth
of the matter. The Drug War itself is
responsible for most of the crime involved in the drug scene by creating
I'm writing in reference to an ara whole class of criminals and makticle by Brandon Stoker, "Shoot this
ing a worthless weed worth more
idea up," and appreciate ,your future
than gold. You can't incarcerate this
response to my criticism. As I am runproblem away Mr. Stoker, and cagning' out the door to my theoretical
Ing productive tax-paying citizens for
physics final exam, I haven't got the
ingesting substances you don't like
time to point out all the fouls in this
is reprehensible. So, enjoy a martini
would-be-intellectually-stimulating
and have a cigarette and legally kill
piece of shit. However, 1wiIl say that

Drug laws do not
reduce crime

It's a culture war,
not a drug war

How can the editor
print that garbage?
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ANYWAY ...

Culture Columnist

Well,
I
bitched
about
Halloween. And I moaned about
Thanksgiving. But I don't hate
these holidays - it just makes
for funnier columns if you complain about, rather than applaud,
things.
So what's up next? What holiday is on the chopping block?
WeI!, it's December. Sure, I could
complain about my oft-overlooked winter birthday, and what
everyone swears must have been
the traumatic experience of growing up receiving the ever-dreaded
"joint" present. That just wouldn't
promote mass appeal, though,
so instead, I'l1 complain about
someone else's date ofbirth.
Ahhhhhh, Christmas. A day
that gets at the very heart of selfIsh consumerism. A day that marketers drool over the other 364
days of the year. Aday that used to
be religious, but will probably one
day be branded. (Like Taco Bell
Arena, can't you picture this year's
xBox 360 Christmas, or several
years ago's Christmas: brought to
you by Tickle Me Elmo? I dunno,
makes sense to me.)
So, anyway (and for the record, this is the earliest in my
column that I've ever used my
catch phrase), let's talk about my
Christmas.
MyparentscalledmeonSunday
to say they are getting me a treadmill. Now, aside from my traditional, deep-seeded human fears
- namely that I'm receiving exercise equipment as a gift because
my family, unbeknownst to me,
thinks I'm a fat cow - I'm excited
to be receiving such a gift. And it's
brilliant of my parents to embrace
the first present I've ever wanted
that doesn't promote sloth.
Not that the big-screen television I wanted when I was fourteen
would have necessarily been bad
for my health, but I'm pretty certain it couldn't have helped me
make the basketball team. No, I
didn't make the squad in seventh,
eighth or ninth grades. So, Mom
and Dad, the TV would have been

just fine, I suppose. FYI.
Now it's the end of 2005, and In
my own stroke of genius, I have •
devised a way for my roommates •
and me to enhance our holiday •
satisfaction.
Rebuking several common
holiday notions regarding gifts
_ 1) that they must be picked out
by the giver, 2) that the givee must
remain painfully ignorant to the.
contents of his or her wrapped
presents, and 3) that the contents
must be given on the date of the'
holiday - I've convinced the cohabitants of my house to trip to an
electronics store with me in the
weeks before Christmas to pick
out exactly what each of us wants.
The idea is simple: point at
what you want, then buy it. Merry
Christmas to you, shopping complete.
I've taken to calling my new
scheme "Reverse Christmas." Yes,
it's very similar to the namesake
concept depicted in the 2000 feature film "Pay It Forward:' except
of course that it's not particularly
a good deed. You only do it once,
and Kevin Spacey has yet to sign
on for this project - though I may
swing by Maverik and ask his
brother if perhaps he isat all interested.
"
As for Christmas decorations
this year, I've decided notto bother putting them up. There is an intelligent side of me - the side that
typically only shows up when I'm
watching "Jeopardy" alone, with
no one around to corroborate my
amazing ability to answer all of
the questions right - that tells me
it's not worth the time to put up
lights and other holiday pcripherals when I'lljust be taking it down
in a month.
Plus, I live on a fairly traffic-less
street. And ifthere's one thing that
college has taught me, it's that if I
do something (or anything at all),
I'd better get credit for it - and lots
of it. Wait, maybe I taught myself
that one.
So, yeah, this is my last
column before Christmas break.
Everybody have a safe and
sane holiday out there - I'll catch •
you in 2006.
•
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TINGLE LOTIONS 10% OFF
A LOTION 01'& SPECIAL.
GET A FREE WOLFF TAN
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BEACH

FRIDAY

ALL BRONZING LOTIONS
ARE

10"0 OFF
t028

Ba"CON ST., BotU
10 3341.0006
OPEN 7 OAvlIl II. WIltEI(

The S
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Cocktail Lounge
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Internet
Juke Box
Play what you want to hear
Happy Hour
4 - 6 MOll

-

Sat

5 - 7 Sunday

D a i 1"
,7

Sp e cia Is
--'

Mon - Jack Daniels $3.00
Tile - 44 North $4.00
Wed - Chili Bombs $4.50
71lUr - Jagermiester $3.00
Sun ~Bloody Mary $3.00

2801 Fletcher.

off 27th & Fairview

BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant

Culture

Editor

From
the
Friday
after
Thanksgiving to Christmas Eve, every store imaginable stocked with
inventory aimed at gift giving will
be plump full of eager shoppers.
The entrance
was lined with
Christmas
wreaths
smelling
of
freshpine draped with shimmering
silver garland, red and green ribbon
and elegant bows. Classical holiday
sounds bellowed out of the doors
as customers gleefully entered the
Boise Co-op Sunday, Dec. 4.
The typical Sunday was turned
into a calming event as shoppers
sauntered
down the isles tasting
delicious cheeses and delightful
wines.
This is not the usual facade of a
trip to the Co-op, but it was the second annual Co-op Wine and Cheese
Extravaganza.
Adam Gottesman performed live
as shoppers relaxed, smiled and enjoyed a little present from the Boise
Co-op. With dozens of cheeses set
out to try, from cranberry cinnamon goat cheese to the most delicate Swiss, customers were able to

wander the unique corridors of the
Co-op while tantalizing theirtaste
buds. And in the wine department,
the experts pouring the wine were
happy to take questions from -the
dozens upon dozens of tasters and
shoppers circulating
through the
store.
.
Local cheese player/sales
manager for Aria Foods Tom Roberts
said he enjoys this fun annual
event; and because the Co-op does
this kind of business, they open the
door for independent
players to
promote their goods and partake in
such festivities.
pretty much melted in
"It happens once a year and no
your mouth.
one is in a hurry;" Roberts said,
Roberts only had a few minutes
"[the Co-op] is a unique people-to- . to chat but his glowing smile cappeople kind of business."
tured the essence of this event well
Roberts also mentioned the vaenough.
riety of cheese players at the event.
The vendors and employees were
there was one Irish player offerhaving just as much fun as the cusing an aromatic onion and chive
tomers; sure it was crowded, but
blend along with Brie; the Italians
spirits were high.
with their fresh, subtle and light
The Co-op offered 30 percent off
buffalo mozzarella
and decadent
of deli cheeses and 15 percent off
marscapone,
to which they added
any regular-priced
wine with the
blueberries, strawberries and rasppurchase of six or more bottles.
Among some of the most unique
berries.
Then there was the Swiss man
and smooth wines were a 2003 Ed
with his non-poignant
Swiss that
Meades Zinfandel, a 2003 McManis

GE/lITHEARBIT£H

Cabernet
Sauvignon
and a unique Tait Ballbustcr with a
blend of cabernet, Merlot and syrah
grapes. Also, an amazing Spanish
wine sent my taste buds on a succulent ride with its exuberant and
sweet cherry-like flavors,
The 2004 Monastrell
Carchelo
went splendidly well with the many
different cheeses on hand and the
Parmesan pesto bread fresh from
the deli.
Holiday shopping at times might
be a little stressful, but at the Boise
Co-op, shopping is an event done
deliciously right.

I

New game 'rules' the
entertainment world
BY KATRINA
Culture

SUlI DECEaBER 11

WED DECEMBER 14

Chances of Severe Stress Storms

Brain Freeze Warning

• 7:30am....The Quad
• 10pm.12sm ....SUB Table Rock
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
Night Owl Breakfast $5 for
students. Free for residence hall.
Sponsored by VSB

MOll DECEMBER 12
Partlal Cranium Cloudiness
• 7:30am....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate,
Sponsored by VSB

• 11am- 2pm ....SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage
• 5pm-9pm ....Children's Center
Free Babysitting Services
Call 426-4404 to preregister

.'11am- 2pm ....SUB Johnson Room
','.
Free Massage
• 5:30pm ....Rec Group Exercise
Room- Kickboxing
• 5pm.9pm ....Children's Center
Free Babysitting Services
Call 426-4404 to preregister

SUB BOURS
Mon. Dec 12 - Wed. Dec 14

Gam·2am

• 6:40pm ....Rec Group Exercise
Room-Yoga

• 7.9pm ....SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage

• 7.9pm.:..SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage

• 9pm ....SUB Dining Area
Cram Snacks

• 9pmm.SUB Dining-Area
Cram Snacks

• 10pm....Library 1st Floor
Free Coffee. Hot Chocolate
and Tea - Sponsored by ASBSU

• 10pm....Ubrary 1st Floor
Free Coffee, Hot Chocolate
and Tea - Sponsored by ASBSU

• 6.15am....Rec Group Exercise
Room- Wake Up Yoga
• 7:30am....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate
Sponsored by VSB

WlTBflNALS!

TBU DECEMBER 16

You don't have to be a genius to
play "Who Rules?" All that is required of you are a TV and DVD
player with a remote, and you are
set.
"Who Rules?" tests your knowledge on everything from politics,
historical events and celebrities,
to literature,
films, arts and entertainment. There is no need for dice,
a wheel to spin or miniature plastic
figurines to push through a cardboard surface to determine
what
the next question will be - all that
is done for you via your DVD player
remote control. Push the enter button, and voila! The menu automatically spins and stops right on the
category from which the next question will be selected.
The game is sectioned into creative and catchy categories
like
Political Asylum, which assesses
your familiarity with, politics, or
TailGBR, which is a license plate
puzzle that seeks to challenge the
player's ability to make out the often
ambiguous words. One of the most

entertaining yet most difficult category is known
as Dirty Laundry. This category tests your knowledge on
celebrity scandals, misfortunes
and malfunctions.
"l '
"Who Rules?" is hosted by Patrick
Warburton, who has made television appearances
on "Seinfeld"
Lastly,
and the 2001 series 'The Tick."
vintage prizes,
Warburton
maintains
a comedic
such
as
roller
television game show host tone
skates, a lava lamp and a
that often over-emphasizes
phrascassette player, are given out after
es that do not necessarily need aceach correct answer. These rewards
centuation. (He kind of sounds like
keep you or your team motivated
Rod Roddy, formerly of "The Price
and laughing at the silly prizes that
is Right.")
are selected.
, One of the many great things
Nearly everyone
is a winner
about the game is that you can play
when you play "Who Rules?" It is
alone or with friends in two teams.
not one of those board games that
Playing alone might feel kind of
is so challenging that it is not even
weird at first, especially
when
fun; the only people who win those
Warburton is sarcastically taunting
. games are members of the honor
you by saying, "Don't have many
society.
friends do ya?" But on the upside
The only downfall to the game is
of things, how else do you expect
that repetition of the questions does
to learn all tfie answers and beat
not allow for a long game. However
all your friends? At the end of playshort, quick games are entertaining the game solo, Warburton adds,
ing, too.
"Even though you played this game
Give "Who Rules?" a try and you
by yourself, I was watching. Doesn't
won't be disappointed.
that make you feel better?"

Stress Free Sunshine

TUE DECEMBER 18
Brain Freeze Warning

GUODLUCK

• 6:40pm ....Rec Group Exercise
Room-Yoga

SAVITZ

Writer

• 7:30am....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
Sponsored by VSB

ALBERTSONS LIBRARY

• 11am- 2pm ....SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage

15t FLOOR ONLY

• 12:15pm....Rec Multi Purpose
Room 1- PiYo

• 11am-2pm ....SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage
• 4:30pm ....Rec Multi Purpose
Room 2- Cycle
• 12:15pm....Rec Multi Purpose
Room 1-PiYo
• 5pm-9pm ....Chndren's Center
Free Babysitting services
caJI426-4404 to p:ereglster
• 7-9pnr-..SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage

Open continuously during

FINALS WEEK
, Starting at1 Oam, Sunday, Qecember 11
through6pm, Thursday, December 15

• 9pm_.sUB, Dining Area
Cram SnackS
• 10pm...:.Ubrary1st Floor
FreeCoiiee, Hot Chocolate
and Tea • Sponsorett by ASBSU

Coffee prOVided by StudentActlvl~les
. A Bols~ Pollc~"Offlcer wlil be ~JltdutyIn,thelibrary
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Bronco women's hoops set for road test
ay

Sports Editor

Men's hoops
Sunday
State @ BSU
2p.m.
Taco Bell Arena

Sacramento

Saturday
Utah Valley State @ BSU
2 p.m.
Taco Bell Arena

TREVOR HORN

The Boise State women's basketbaIl team will begin a four-game
road trip tonight in. Wyoming.
Head coach Gordy PresneIl
doesn't even know how weIl his
young team will do.
"It will be interesting how we
do this weekend," Presnell said.
"Wyoming has got a really good
program. They take the air out of

the ball. Obviously I am trying to
change the tempo here and push
the ball,"
.
The previous three seasons,
under len Warden, the Broncos
played a half-court game. Now
just six games under PresneIl and
his up-tempo type of basketbaIl,
the Broncos are averaging 78.5
points per game.
Six games into the -season, the
Broncos are utilizing all 10 players eligible to the maximum. Nine

players are averaging at least 15
minutes per game. Only center/
forward Amanda Stewart (6.2
minutes per game) is not. Even
more impressive is the ability
of the Broncos to start one true
freshman, and play another two.
Jessica Thompson is leading the
team in scoring with 15.8 points
per game. Sunday, the Temecula,
Calif. native scored 32 points in
the overtime loss to Washington
State at Taco Bell Arena.

But she missed key free throws
late in the game as the Cougars
tied the game to force overtime.
"She has all of our support and
it was just one of those things that
happens to anybody. There were a
lot of other free throws missed in
that game and she is just a freshman," Presnell said. "Freshmen
aren't asked to win games for you
in too many places.

. See Hoops

[page 101

Women's hoops
Thursday
BSU @ Wyoming
7 p.m.
Laramie, Wyo.

TITLE

Saturday
BSU@Denver
2 p.m.
Denver, Colo

[SIDE
LINE]
Boise State studentathletes give back to
community
The national Lift Up America
campaign made a stop at Boise State
University Tuesday as Boise State
student-athletes helped make the,
holiday season a little brighter and
better for thousands of Treasure
VaIley families.
The Boise State Department of
Athletics in conjunction with numerous other Ada and Canyon
County organizations will be joining in a nation wide effort to provide
compassion for the less fortunate.
Nearly 100 Bronco student-athletes
were caIled upon to help distribute mass amounts of food and toys
that will be utilized throughout
Southwestern Idaho by numerous
agencies helping those who need it
the most.
The event took place on Tuesday
when 35,000 pounds of Tyson
Chicken product and 12,000 Ty
Teddy Bears and Beanie Babies
were delivered to Bronco Stadium
for distribution
throughout
the
Treasure VaIley. From 12:30 p.m. to
2:00 p.m., the Bronco student-athIetes were in 'action, loading and
unloading the product into agency vehicles, vans and trucks. This
event took place in the east side
parking lot of Bronco Stadium adjacent to Broadway Avenue. From
there, the product will be used in
preparing community meals and
delivering meal boxes and gifts to
families in need.
Through the coordinated
effort of Boise State University, The
Ada and Canyon County Salvation
Army, The Idaho Food Bank, The
Boise Rescue Mission, Boise Noon
Optimists
and Albertsons, the
Tyson Chicken products and Ty
Teddy Bears will be distributed to
thousands of less fortunate families throughout the Treasure Valley
during the holiday season.
Also, LensCrafters will be distributing free eyeglasses to previously screened children in need
of eyewear, as part of the "Gift of
Sight' Hometown Day. This began
at 8:00 a.m, and ran until Noon at
the Boise LensCrafters, located
on 8359 W. Emerald on the corner of Milwaukee and Emerald.
Bronco student-athletes were at the
t.enscraners location signing autographs and greeting kids as they
pick up their new eyeglasses.
.
Lift Up America is non-profit
organization partnering with business leaders, pro sports owners, and
athletlcdireetors
developing creative ways to provide compassion. ate aid throughout America. Tyson
Food, The Gift of Sight Foundation
with LensCrafters,undTy
Inc. are
currently the. key sponsors of the
December 2005 event. TWenty-one
cities will serve as dlsttlbution
hubs this week, with 23 professionaland university sports telUllsand ,
. more. thanSOOcoItlP~sio[late
or,'gi11IZadillis)YiJrki~gtogethcr to 11ft,:
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Boise State seeks g'ender equality
, •
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an
n effort to remain in. compliance with the Civil
Rights Act of 1965, Boise State is in the "conversation stage" of an in-depth process to add another
women's sport to its athletic department roster.
This cyclical process is not unusual and not restricted to
colleges and universities.
,
Adding, disbanding or developing sports within federally-funded colleges, universities and high schools began
when Congress passed the law known as "Title Nine" as
an amendment to the Civil Rights Act in 1972.
Title Nine prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex
in any education program or activity conducted in an institution receiving federal financial assistance. However,
the strongest outcome of the amendment is in the field
of athletics.
According to Indiana University's Center on Congress
Web site, the prevailing attitude toward gender equity in
athletics prior to 1972 meant "a dollar committed to worn,
en's sports activity meant a dollar less for those geared toward the male student." Again asserted prior to 1972 was
the thought that the eight percent of female students who
participated in sports were the only women interested in
sports. Duringpassage of Title Nine, proponents revealed
an argument stating the low participationwas due to lack
of opportunity and support, not lack of interest.
Title Nine is not meant to displace men's sports.
In fact, it pushes for gender equity, defined in proportionate opportunities.
In other words, if a high
school is representing 30 percent female enrollment,
then 30 percent of the athletic opportunity should be
geared toward females.
However, many of the federally-funded institutions
decided to cut men's sports Instead of increasing women's sports. The cost increase and problems involved in
recruiting women have caused some institutions to opt
for the facilitated method of cutting back or disbanding
men's programs.
.
Perhaps these institutJons overlooked one Important
provision. In 1979, and again in 1996, the U.S. Education
Department's Office for Civil Rights issued a "poltey Interpretation' of Title Nine. In it, a provision is made for a
"transltlon plan."
~'
.,
In essence, the plan would dictate any issues that
make aninsUtutlon
unable to comply with Title Nine,
in addition to transition plans for compliance. The
OCR, responsible" for .enf<u-cingTitle . Nine, does ....not
require immediate
compHance.
The -enforcement
Instead reHeson theevldence
that action is being
. ~akentocomply.
At Boise State, themale-to-female
ratio is nearly 40 to
60. This means athltitlcs nius.t be near. 40 percent to 60

T~IME

D~VIS

SportsWriter

percent, as well. Boise State has not yet met that mark;
however, the university is well on its way.
According to the plan developed by the Gender EqUity
Subcommittee at Boise State, the university's goal is
to add a new women's sport every five years. In addition, the plan provides for the development of existing
women's sports.
The last action taken was in 2004 when women's skiing added a nordic component. In essence,
Boise State' is ahead of the game according to the
university's own plan.
As a part of the Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory
Committee, the Gender Equity Subcommittee
was
formed when Marcia Wicklow-Howard set out to fulfill a
need for a formal evaluation of Boise State's compliance
with Title Nine.
Boise State President Bob Kustra appointed WickiowHoward as the Faculty Athletics representative who
serves as the chair to the Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory
Committee. Wicklow-Howard noticed Boise State had not
yet evaluated where they were with Title Nine, or where
they wanted to be.
"They knew they had women's sports and men's sports,
but they had not evaluated," Wicklow-Howard said.
"We formed the Gender Equity Subcommittee in order to complete this evaluation and also look at where
we want to be:
'
The subcommittee is comprised of a coach, two administrators, facuity, one or more student athletes and
this year even includes a representative from the Bronco
Athletic Association.
"Our plan says that we will show, and have shown, a
continual history of giving gender equity within sports,'
Wicklow-Howard said. ·We want to increase opportunities for women, We are trying to do it without eliminating
men's sports or decreasing men's opportunities. Besides
that, we also want to try to add a women's sport at the rate
of about one every five years:
The process to add a sport Is-quite involved. Variables
such as interest and feasibility, as well as budget, must be
included in the research.
To find interest, a. survey is conducted among the
women of Boise State's student body, as well as local high
, schools, in an attempt to give Boise State's future students a voice.
'
When particular sports are investigated, feasibility becomes a large variable. Factors includefaciJities, equipment, opponents, coaches, scholarships, travekjransportation, schedules and more. Feasibility studies wl\l
Include a look at regional interest-for opponents and facilities to see if compliance with NCAi\regulations on fa-

BC head coach
calls MPC Bowl
a trap game
\

I

BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor

Boston College head coach Tom
O'Brien hasn't been to three states
in the union. Idaho is one of them.
Before Monday, he didn't even
know exactly where Boise was.
Now O'Brien and his team will
get a good week or so in town later
this month as they play Boise State
in the MPC Computers Bowl on
Dec. 28 in Bronco Stadium.
The Eagles even have a little of
that "chip on their shoulders" men. tality that Boise State has had over
the last few years. BQSt0l1College is
in the first year in the Atlantic Coast
Conference after coming over from
the Big East. As the lone team in the
Northeast in a conference dominated by schools in the Carolinas,
Georgia and Florida, O'Brien and
his team feel a bit left out.
"Being the new guy on the block.
I guess this is the way it is being a
northern team in a southern conference. There's nothing we can do
as a football team. What we control
is our destiny on the football field,'
O'Brien said.
He also knows playing Boise State
on the home field of the Broncos is
not going to be an easy task.
"It has all the markings of a trap
game. You go to a bowl game that
is hosted by a school that's on their
turf where they don't lose football
games. Obviously it's a tremendous
challenge for our football team,"
O'Brien said .
But the Broncos are nottaking the
19'10ranked Eagles lightly either.
"This is a high caliber team and
we all know that. But we aren't going to geek out because they are
Boston College. We are going to
play them as competitive as we,
can,' two-time All-WAC offensive
tackle Daryn Colledge said.
This will be the second time in a
rowthattwo teams in the top-30 will
match up in the MPC Computers
Bowl. Boston College is ranked No.
19 in both the Associated Press and
USA Today Coaches Polls. Boise
State is ranked 27th and 28th•
"I think it's great for the bowl
game. It lends credibility for the
bowl game and hopefully it will be a
great match-up and it will show well
for Boise State," Boise State head
coach Dan Hawkins said. "Any time
you can get a well respected opponent in here, it's great for your program and your community:
Hawkins also sees it as another
opportunity for the Broncos to play
a BCS conference team on national
television.
"When you get to this part of the
season, you want to play against the
best and have your best opportunity to show what you are about. It
will be a great test for us,' Hawkins
said.
The Eagles finished tied for first
in the Atlantic division of the ACC
with Florida State. The Seminoles
beat the Eagles on Sept. 17. Florida
State went on to beat Virginia Tech
in the ACC Championship game,
and will now face No.3 Penn State
in the FedEx Orange Bowl.
O'Brien felt as if his team was
overlooked from regional bowl
games closer to home because of
the stigma of Boston College fans
not traveling well, and the. draw
for Clemson. (third in the Atlantic
Dlvlslon) to play in the Champs
Sports Bowl and NC State (fourth
in the Atlantic Division) getting the
invite to the Meineke Car Care Bowl
because the those team have more
of a fan base near the other two
bowl games. Plus, Boston College
beat both teams during the regular
season.
·We got passed over a few' times
before somebody invited us to a
bowl game,' O'Brien said.
Boston College. has been out
.West once already this season. The
Eagles defeated BYU 20~3 til open
the season on Sept; 3. . .
.'
. ForthilBron~os,they
havebeen.
designated asthel'll.adteainfo~ili,e
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matcha momentum'

. Bolse Stete defenslvetackle
Alex Buerrero takes on a
lineman from New Maxlco
State in a Bronco win earlier this season; Guerrero
and the Broncos play No. 19
. Boston Collage In theMPC
Computers Bowl at Bronco'
Stadlum Dec. 28. The Eagle's
coach Tom O'Brlan said he
thinks his team was passed
over by other bowls and
had little choice In comlng
to Bolse. He also said that
playlng the Broncos on their
home field was an advantage
for Boise State (which will
wear white jerseys at Bronco
Stadium as the visiting team.
Kickoff is at 2:30 p.m.

.... ~;~,

A nutritious source of lasting energy. We blend
matcha green tea with passionfruit-mango
juice, soymilk, peaches and rnanqos.

f'Hfaf 13Y~~OfJElflEl~tM .,.
Get started and keep going with a\;af. (Ah-sah-yee.)
The juice of this Brazilian berry, infused with
guarana, adds antioxidants and omega fatty acids
: into strawberries, bananas and soymilk.
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WED - SUN 8:00 PM
W/2 SHOWS ON:
FRIDAY
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only.l w/student Id Ott Open Mlc ttil1ht
405 S 8TH STREET #110.
BOISE. 10 83702
208-331-BONE
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bowl game, and will wear the white
uniforms.

Hoops
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Here with what we have left
over .... maybe some ofthose people
that left should have been the ones,
but they are not. So, it's trusted
upon her. She will be fine. She's a
great kid, and has a great heart and
is really competitive, and the competitive will win over and if we get
into that situation again-I have rio
doubt she will knock them down."
Thompson is a shooting guard by
trade, but has been given the role
of playing point guard because the
Broncos are without a true point
guard on the team. Tasha Harris is

"The whites are fine with me,
obviously the field most likely will
be covered in snow anyways, so
we will do our normal peek-a-boo

redshirting this season after having
offseason surgery. She started all 29
games last season as a true freshman. Thompson is also dishing out
the ball nicely for Boise State. She is
third in the WAC with 3.33 assists
per game, and her assist-to-turnover margin is second in the' conference so far this season.
Presnell will also look for sophomore stand out Jackie Lee to bounce
back from a poor shooting night
against Washington
State. Lee
ranks in the top six in the conference in scoring (3'.1,15.0 per game),
assists (3'.1, 3.67), steals (5'1., 2.17)
and rebounds (6'1.,7.5), but was just
1 of 9 from the' field shooting on
Sunday. Lee finished with just five
points. Against the Cougars, other
than Thompson (13-28), the other
four starters combined for to shoot
just 3 for 19'form the field.
"You are not going to win too
many games when you got four
starters that score three baskets,"
Presnell said.
Saturday the Broncos will play in
Denver, then they play in San Diego
on Dec. 18 and at San Diego State
on Dec. 20 before returning home
to play San Francisco on Dec. 28.
The game time has changed from
7 p.m, to 8 p.m. forthe San Francisco
game to accommodate fans coming over from the MPC Computers
Bowl being played at Bronco
. Stadium at 2:30 p.m,

game with the colors," Colledge said
jokingly. "But if we have to go out in
whites, that's fine. I don't mind it.
I think I look better in the whites.

Title
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cilities and the type of usage can
.be met,

"When you get into this, you
can see that there are many
variables,"
Senior
Women's
Administrator Lisa Parker said.
"You have to look at sample
budgets, what limitations
are
in existence, dates of competition, travel and transportation,
equipment and even locker room and oflice space.
These things are intertwined and relying upon
each other."
In the conversation
stage, certain sports
are being investigated, but none are being eliminated.
As a tesult of
a preliminary
survey in the'
spring of 2005,
five sports have
been identified as the
top five that women
have showed interest in, but not necessarily the desire
to participate.
These five, according to
.Parker, are lacrosse, bowling,
rowing, softball and swimming/diving.
Although these five sports

Personally I think it's a slimming
color for me." The game will also
put the' Broncos 3I-game home
winning streak on the line.

are ideas to work from, each
spokesperson from Boise State
continues to reiterate that the
process is still in its preliminary
stages.
"We have not identified a
sport at this time," said Assistant
Sports Information Director Max
Corbet. "We have to look at this
from a coach's and legislative
standpoint. We start the process
by looking at what is feasible
for Boise State, and then ultimately it has to go to the
[Idaho] State Board [of
Education]."
When asked if she
had any impression
of what sport may be
next for- Boise State,
Wicklow-Howard
responded,
"We
are still in the
conversation
stage. We are
looking at a
number of sports.
I can say this: We
should have a recommendation
by [the] spring of
2006."
Until then, students, faculty and alumni can be confident that Boise State continues to be working towards
the standard of gender equity
set forth by Title Nine .
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Bowl teams often come up
short on aeademics, study finds

Bolse State offensive tackle
. Daryn Colledge ('73) was
" named as a first-team allWestern Athletic Conference
member Monday. Fellow
Broncos Korey Hall (lInebacker) and Alex Guerrero
(defensive tackle) were also
named to the first team allWAC roster. Colledge and
Guerrero are both seniors.
Hall Is a Junior. Colledge
and Hall were both also
named to the team in 2004.
The Broncos won a share of
the WAC title this year, the
fourth year in a row that the
team has earned at least a
share of the title. Colledge
and Guerrero wlll play in
their flnal game as Broncos
Dec. 28, 2005 in the MPC
Computers Bowl against
No. 19 Boston College.

BY EMILY BADGER
The Ortondo Sentinel

PIlIITO BY STANLEY BREWSTEMIIE ARBITER

Three Broncos earn first-team all-WAC honors
Arbiter Sports Stoff

tion in scoring, averaging 45.6 and 43.0 points per

Three members
of the four-time
Western
Athletic Conference.champion
Boise State football
team were named first-team all-WAC members on

game, respectively.
Last year Boise State was second in the nation in
scoring, averaging 48.9 points per game. This year
the Broncos are currently-ranked
eighth, averag-

Monday.
Offensive tackle Daryn Colledge, linebacker
Korey Hall and defensive tackle Alex Guerrero
were named to the first team of the 2005 all-WAC
football squad.
Wide receiver Drisan James, running back Lee
Marks, defensive tackle Andrew Browning and
safety Marty Tadrnan received second-team
allWAC honors.
Colledge, a senior from North Pole, Alaska, is
making his second straight appearance on the first
team and the third straight season he has received
some type of all-league honor. He was a secondteam all-WAC selection as a sophomore in 2003.
Colledge has started every game during his career
at Boise State, which is currently the longest active
streak in the country, at 51 games.
In his four years at Boise State, Colledge has
helped the Broncos become one of the top-scoring
teams in the country. As a freshman and sophomore in 2002 and 2003, Boise State led the na-,

ing 38.0 points per game.
Hall is also making his second straight appearance on the all-WAC first team. A junior from
-Glenns Ferry, Hall currently leads the Broncos in
total tackles with 91 (43 unassisted). Among his
tackles, four were behind the line of scrimmage
for a loss of 15 yards, including 1.5 quarterback
sacks for a loss of nine yards. He also intercepted
two passes for 39 yards, and broke upan additional
two passes.
A senior from Brca, Calif., Guerrero is making
his first appearance as a first-team all-WAC player.
He was an honorable mention selection in 2004.
Guerrero is second on the team for tackles made
behind the line of scrimmage for a loss of 35 yards,
including 3.5 quarterback
sacks for a loss of 30
yards. He has made 26 tackles, 14 unassisted, this
season, in leading Boise State's defensive unit,
which is ranked No.1 against the run in the WAC,
allowing opponents 106.3 yards per game.
James, a junior from Phoenix, Arlz., has made 32

pass receptions for 465yards and one touchdown
this season. A senior from Reseda, Calif., Marks
leads the Broncos in rushing with 735 yards and
six touchdowns. He has also caught seven passes
for 19 yards, while leading the team in kickoff returns with a 28.2 yards-per-return
average. His
longest kickoff return this year was 92 yards for a
touchdown.
The 2005 season marks the second straight year
Browning has earned all-WAC honors. Last year he
was an honorable mention selection. The junior
from Lake Oswego, Ore. leads all the Bronco linemen in tackles made with, 31. He has 3.5 tackles for
a loss of 14 yards and one quarterback sack for a
loss of nine yards.
.
Tadman is a sophomore from Mission Viejo,
Calif. and led the team in interceptions this year
with four for 40 yards and one touchdown. He is
also currently tied for second on the team for tackles with 90, 43 unassisted.

APR numbers
across the
board are likely to improve
next year, thanks to the threat
of sanctions and tweaks that
have been made to the NCAA's
equation.
In its first year, the APR penalized programs as not graduating athletes. who transferred or left early for a pro
draft, and didn't credit them
when athletes transferred
in
and did graduate.
One flaw the NCAA has yet
to address, Lapchick said, is
that APR statistics aren't broken down by race, as graduation rates are.
Such numbers
are necessary, he says, to underscore an
alarming
disparity
between
the educational
experiences
of black and white students
- whether they are athletes or
not.
USF is one of the few schools
that had a higher graduation
rate - by 21 percent - of black .
football players than white.
Some
conferences
also
fared better than others in the
study, with the Atlantic Coast
Conference and Big East hitting the 925 benchmark for all
of their bowl-eligible schools.
The ACC has eight such

Fifty-six teams celebrated
bowl bids that officially were
announced Sunday. And then
came the sobering reminder
Monday, with the release ofthe
annual graduation-rate
study
by the University of Central
Florida's Institute for Diversity
and Ethics In Sport, that many
of the schools that produced
winning teams this fall didn't
manage quite the same success in the classroom.
Twenty-three
of
those
teams, or 41 percent, didn't
receive a passing score of 925
on the NCAA's new Academic
Progress Rate, and 27 didn't
notch 50 percent or better
graduation rates based on the
most recent statistics available from the NCAA.
"But I think - there's
almost an air of anticipation
that things are finally going
to get better," said Richard
Lapchick, the study's author
and the chair of UCF's DeVos
Sport Business Management
graduate program.
He pointed to NCAA sanctions that will kick in during
the new year for schools that
teams.
fall below the 925 mark, which
The Pac-Iu, on the other
roughly correlates to a 50 perhand, does not have a single
cent graduation rate.
team in a bowl this year with
The threat of lost scholaran APR score of 925 - includships may do more to spur
ing top-ranked
USC, bound
change
than
an
annual
for the Rose Bowl next month.
embarrassing
mention'
in
Next year, though, the picLapchick's report.
ture finally may look different
or the five bowl-bound
with the long-awaited penalFlorida
schools - Florida
State, Florida, USF, UCF and . ties in place.
"You could have not graduMiami - UCF is the only proared an athlete for three or
gram with a football team befour decades and there would
low the cutoff.
have been no NCAA sancThe Golden Knights scored
tions," Lapchick said.
an 880, with a 34 percent ath"That has been one of the
lete graduation rate compared
huge holes in the NCAA enwith 51 percent for the overall
forcement."
student body.

Counting down the bowl games:
Prom New Orleans to the Rose
BY MIKE HUGUENIN
The Orlando

Sentinel

This being the holiday season
and all, we're in a giving mood. Feel
free to use this ranking of the bowls
as a guide when you prepare your
holiday shopping, dining and party
plans.
.

Yes, there are 28 bowls,
but here are the top 10.
10. Outback Bowl, Jan, 2, Florida
(8-3) vs. Iowa (7-4): Ron Zook's first
Florida team, which had eight wins,
. played in the Outback Bowl. Uhhh,
does that bode ill for Urban Meyer?
9. Orange Bowl, Jan. 3, FSU (84) vs. Penn State (10-1): This is the
29th bowl for Bobby Bowden and
the 32nd for Joe Paterno.
And get a load of their bowl-win-ning percentages:
69 percent for
Bowden, 66 percent for Paterno.
Alas, if the Penn State defense
comes to play, this one won't be

close.
1\. Houston Bowl, Dec. 31, Iowa
State (7-4) vs, TCU (10-1): TCU
wanted to playa team from a power
conference,
so the Horned Frogs
were allowed out of their Mountain
West Conference tie-in to play a
team from the Big 12. That means
TCU has something to prove.
7. Cotton Bowl; Jan. 2, Alabama
(9-2) vs. Texas Tech (9-2): A fascinating matchup of a great defense
against a high-powered offense.
6. Capital One Bowl, Jan. 2,
Auburn (9-2) vs. Wisconsin (9-3):
Auburn may be the best team in
the SEC. But the Badgers should be
sky-high because this will be Barry
Alvarez's finale.
5. MPC Computers Bowl, Dec. 28,
Boise State (9-3) vs. Boston College
(8-3): You think BC is happy? The
school joins the ACC, finishes second in its division - and the reward
is a trip to Boise? If BC shows up,
this promises to be an Intrlguing
matchup.
.

4.SunBowl,Dec.30,Northwestern

(7-4) vs. UCLA (9-2): We admit it:
When it comes to bowl games, offense trumps defense. And this one
should have a ton of offense.
3. Peach Bowl, Dec. 30, LSU (102) vs. Miami (9-2): This is a BCScaliber rnatchup. Then again, it's
the Peach Bowl. If both teams
are psyched, this could be a great
game.
2. Fiesta Bowl, Jan, 2, Notre Dame
(9-2) vs. Ohio State (9-2): This is the
fifth matchup between two of the
premier programs in the nation.
(And if you don't believe they're two
of the premier programs, just aska
fan of eitherschool.)
This should be a good matchup
of the Irish's potent offense against
the Buckeyes' stout defense.
1. Rose Bowl, Jan. 4, Texas (12-0)
vs. USC (12-0): On paper, a classic.
Then again, that was supposed to be
the case last season, too, when USC
played an unbeaten Big 12 champ.
The result? USC 55, Oklahoma 19.

Short en cash for holiday shopping?

us your

Books, CDs, DVDs,
Games and Game Systems

towards a.nyHastings purchase,
_ Visit your local Hastings for more detatls and special offers.
·Used items must.meet minimum buyback requirements. Select items
.
(budget. stngles.promos, book club or prior years sports games)notacceptable
forcredit.Hastings
accepts hardbacks. large size paperbacks & audio CD books.
Seestore fordetalls.
.
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DECEMBER

ARBITER
School
Health
insurance too expensive!! Visit
~.IdahoInsuranceServices.com
Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or call
Jeff Anderson at 208-523-

SAY IT
•• #1 Spring Break Website! Low prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book II people,

3340.

get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6 +. www.

SELL IT

SprlngBreak
Dlscounts.com
or www.
LelsureTours.com
or

1997 Honda Civic 135K
miles. Good Condition.

800-838-8202

$6000/obo.

African-American
Needed.

$4000+.

Northwest

Donation

Egg

African-American
Donor

between

2.IGHz
Computer,
512MB, 80GB HD, AT!
9600SE VC, CDIDVDROM, call 880-8594.

Earn

is seeking

.an
Egg

2000 Mustang 49k rni,
5spd, silver, tint, all pwr,
sunroof,
alrrn, chrome
wheels, Very clean $7600/

the ages

of 21-29. Donor must be
in good

health,

educated,
reliable

college

non-smoker,
and responsible.

Northwest

Egg Donation

welcomes

all ethnicities.

For

more

www.

or call Tiffany

at

(208) 695-6644
Persian/Middle
Eastern Egg Donor Needed.
Earn $4000+. Northwest
Egg Donation is seeking
a PersianlMiddle
Eastern
Egg Donor between the
ages of21-29. Donor must
be in good health, college
educated,
non-smoker,
reliable and responsible.
Northwest Egg Donation
welcomes all ethnicities.
For
more
information
view our website: www.
northwest
eggdonation.
com or call Tiffany at

RENT IT
2 bedroom, I bath house,
I block from BSU, washer/dryer, AlC, $695mo. +
deposit call 284-8527.
2bdll ba House ncar BSU.
WID, new Fridge, nice
yard and deck, driveway.
$695+Dep.

426-8702

695-6644

Full size orthopedic. set
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 9216643.

S
••.

ArbilBr clasllifled adwrtlsBJnBnts III'Il free to' studmll •
CIassiIled ads maybBpIac8d three
BmaIl: c1assI6edB@irbltaraJi\in8.1lllm

wars:

phana: 345-8204 x tOO
Dr stop by the officB at
t 605 Unlvsrsily DriVe
from the SUB).

(BCI'IJIS

ALL UTILITIES

WORK IT

PAID

Including cable and

ARE

high speed DSL.

YOU

LOOKING

w/shared Common area

Care

a

agency.

Call 336-8787
~.hammackmgt.com
2 1/2

hookup,

washer/dryer

Great

$895/mo.+

split

We are looking
companions,
for our cli-

• No Cold Calling

I

V

I

(

\

I

,

-.AllAges18
• Secure

Career Center,
On- and
off-campusjobs
andinternships
for currentand
graduating
students

Private LivingAreas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities'
All Utilities And Basic

large

12 min.

drive

to BSU.

EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600

Roommate
share

Looking

King size pillowtop mattress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $199. Can

3 BDRM Apt. across from
Sub. Prime BSU loc. All
clec. coin op w/d. $595/
mo. plus refs. &
dep.

Deliver. 921-6643.
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new. still
in plastic. Must sell $139.

asap.

$350/mo.

frwy/dwntwn

f/p, a/c,

access. Call .

Party

Age 21 +

-

Roommate

Must know

All utilities included, 5
min bus ride, or 15 min
\valk from BSU. Coin-op

in 3bdl2ba

Boise, 10 min from cam-

the

newest

a member
JUICE

ture guides (staff) for its
Broadway

store, close to

University.

Competitive

wages. Call Joel Fox 208-

must be fun,

336-3208.

in SE

...-.

•
•
•
•

casino
208

Students

·1

can become:

Marketing Specialist
Public Relations Asst.
Electronics Tech
Diesel Mech. Tech.

• Professional
Chef
• Landscape
Designer
• Accounting
Asst.
• Office Assistant
• Broadcast Tech
• And Many Morel

• Robotics Tech
• Legal Admln.Asst

Small Classes most limited to 20 students or less.
Outstanding
Faculty with proven industry
experience.
Real World Trainingl • Learn by Doingl
Earn a certificate or associate degree in 4-24
months!
Free Tutoring, most credits count towards a
.
bachelors degree.
All ages and abilities welcome regardless
previous educational experience.

CallToday!

870-1063.

of

Advisors available to meet with prospective
students. GED also available.

friendly and outgoing! 4-8
hrs/week, weekend nights.

house

Join

team. NOW hiring adven-

Dealers.

Jess 353-3621
wanted to live

for an adven-

of the JUNGA

BroncoJobs

Casino

for

+. Please

team. Become

to

House

re-

Many of our students get jobs before they even
graduate!

hllp://carcer.boiscstate.edu

Needed

3bd/1.5ba

from

Boise, 83702

@:N£Ji"·,·,i'a"ai£JiO

$350/mo. 867-1850

Cable Included

non-profit

street

quired. Call 343-1377

Wilhelmina

.

Mosaic, 500 W. Main st.

Checkout

bath.

the

The Larry Selland College offers over 30 different
Career training programs at the Boise and
. Canyon County Campus locations.

bring resume to:

F,

room/private

a

across

853-3515
a

Refera friend to BoiseState'stwo yearcollege.

downtown restaurant.
Experience

for

www.urbantalent.com

Position

Hiring dishwasher

BroncoJobs

Wprk

learn,

PIT

Boise
Y

commlbonus

you

or F/T eve/weekends

208.343.5092

in cozy

Responsible

a Summer

+

208-

edge tech finn.

while

BSU. Phone workers

• Conditions Exist

in

ture?
for rent

need

self starter to

Urban

• Flexible Schedules

Call Kathy @

BOIHAHAH

We

to 45, our rates are $30 to

call 321-7896

208-220-3426
Room

Earn

• AllMajors May Apply

see us, at 1102 N Cole or

Male Roornate Wanted
Village
Apartments
$287.50 + uti I A/C, Wi-fi,
New carpet Call Shad @

house.

w/cutting

NordicTrack..

.1-6 Week Work Program

for flexible
NA, CNA's,

322-8886

Kodak, Utah

Brides, Outdoor Retailers,

424-0799.

this type of work, come

for fam-

ily or a 3-roommate

ofOlay,

for an appointment.

'N~;"'

If you are interested

AC,

Organized,

join local team affiliated

$250 per hour. Call today

non-medical

deck,
yard,

$14 Base-Appr.

Health

ents. Are you that person?

fenced

els for placement with Oil

female and male, ages 14

WE ARE

blocks to BSUI Fireplace,
garage,

Holiday Help

CAR-

Home

-

net

FOR? We are:

Advanced

& onsite laundry.

3 Bedroom

THE

ING PERSON

Private bdnn Suite

Cozy

constance@teamcasino.

$365/

UN

7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new
in box.
Retail
$2250,
sacrifice
$499. Call 888-1464

888-1464.

avail. on premise.
mo. Call 462-3974

wanted
to
share 2200 sf house in SE
'Boise near BSU & Grnbelt. 2lbdrms avail. $500
+ ?lutil. 841-8034

2418.

·

8 2005

Housernate

$250 ea. wi If sacrifice for
$125 ea. Call Josh 403-

Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call

..•......

From only $325

2003 GMC Envoy custom.
. grill & euro-lighrs. Worth

northwesteggdonation.
com

SEXY FURNITURE FOR
SALE! 608 N Orchard II
to 6 Mon-Sat! Call 6318851,250-4467
.

obo. 724-1158

information

view our' website:

Mark

412-2939

Egg

Donor

Call

Queen
Tempurpedlc
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688

.

.
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Larry Selland College
OPEN CALL Idaho's top ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

at least one

game
338-5555

very

well.

or email

booking agency is casting
print & promotional

Got something to say? Place it in the

mod-

Arbiter

pus. $300/mo. 859-3961

Can deliver. 921 "6643

a r b it e r
online
dot com

SHOP FOR FURNITURE ONLINE

www.boisefurnitureonline.com

BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Chicks' calls
6 Cracker spread
10 Always
14 Stand for art
15 Currier and _
16 Run easily
17 Purple shade
18 Heavy weights
19 Tent entrance
20 Kept
23 Junkyard dog
24 Hyde Park, e.g.
27 Bandleader
Arnaz
28 MacGraw of
"Love Story"
29 Make muddy
30 Slapstick ammo
32 Shades of color
34 Cain's victim
35 Conclusions
36 Twenty fins?
37 Italian treat
39 Identical
response
41 Absolute
44 Skier's aid
46 Fossil fuel
50 Vikinglike
51 Clair orCoty
52 Horn or Cod
53 Actress Arthur
54 Framework post
56 _ Island, NY
58 Back of the bus.
59 Plato's teacher
61 Okinawa port
63 Pack compactly
64 Defamation in
writing
68 Conks out
69 Lose heat
70 British truck
71 Open-handed
blow
72 Appendages
73 Marching drum
DOWN
Game counter
Dumbo's wing
NASA partner
Pre-game
gatherings
5 Frozen
raindrops
6 Sandwich
. pocket"
1
2
3
4

horoscopes
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
. Today is a 5 - Abundance
can be
Today is an 8 - The love of money
yours, a little bit at a time. Don't
isn't a characteristic
you want to .
get greedy, or you'll scare away
acquire. Having a heap in your
the goose laying the golden eggs.
savings account is perfectly OK,

Today's Birthday (12-08-05). You
can afford to fix up your place, or
pick up the best stuff and move
to a better neighborhood.
Find
a spot where you can put down
roots.Io get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 2 I-Aprll
Today is a 7 - Postpone
launching new projects,
for a little while. Follow
on what you've already
to do, first.

though.

19)
travel and
but just
through
promised

© 2005 Tribune

Media S<Jrvices, Inc.
All rights reserved.

7 Stayed away
from
8 Man from
Memphis
9 Curvy letters
10 North Pole toiler
11 Pelee or
Pinatubo
12 Military frill
13 Musical repeat
21 Conical home
. 22 Roadside
furrow
24 Period
25 Cry noisily
26 Deadlock
31 Teacher
33 From time to
time
38 Pungent greens
40 Wave top
41'Removes
shackles
42 Tip of a little
piggy
43 Windpipe
45 Sleepip9'
. chamber.

12/08/05

Solutions

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - The only thing
constant is change. Knowing that,
you won't be dismayed if your
carefully laid plans go awry.

INC.
Distributed
by Knight RidderTribune Information
Services.

•

comics
ONCE HIRED, NOTHING
CAN REMOVE ME FROM
MY CUBICLE. 1 AM
ETERNAL! HA HAl
8

l
L-

.60 Cobbler's
punches
62Cleo's snake
.
49 Writer Deighton 65 Bikini part
66 Misdo
55 Puccini opera
67 Caustic
57 BreaksJhec
. solution
n~ws.

(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - You're lucky now,
especially in love and problem
solving. Pretty good combination.
This ought to be interesting.

E

47 Manger morsel
48 "The Naked

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Today
is an 8 - Stand up for yourself to a
stern taskmaster. Don't be afraid.
You'll win.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 6 - You're busy, but
it's also fun to use your artistic
talents. Let your own horne be
your studio and your gallery

HA HA! 11"\ THE
CUBICLE COCKROACH
THAT CANNOT
BE DESTROYED.

L.,;;.J,-,-,.;.;.J.';;;'

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)
Today
is a 6 - Tell friends you'll visit with
them some other time. Finishing
an old project takes priority now.
After it's done, you can celebrate.

money.

Taurus (AprIl20-May20)
Today is a 7 - You have the
determination.
Let somebody
else provide the technical
expertise. In other words, you
holler until somebody else solves
the problem.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Today
is a 6 - Conditions are unstable
now, which could be to your
advantage. Choose the option
that brings in benefits to you in
the future.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a' 7 - You're lucky now,
in figuring out how things work
and what they need. You'll solve a
tricky puzzle in no time at all.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - They say if you
do what you love, the money is
sure to follow. That may take a
while, however. Don't do it for the

..J-",;_ .................

1ARE YOU WORKING
HARD OR HARDLY
WORKING? HA HA!

I

~
~
::>

~

l
~

11"\ MOVING YOU
TO A SPECIAL
PROJECT.

